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The overseas holiday market has a positive outlook for
2015 and beyond. Package holiday volumes are rising at a

higher rate than independent holidays. Consumer
confidence improvements will see increases in the value of

holidays, however habits developed during the recession to
save costs continue to be part of the holiday booking

process.

This report looks at the following areas:

• The Package Travel Directive will pose new challenges for online operators
• Short-hop holidays are on the rise as consumers compromise on length of stay to

maximise their holiday budget
• Holidays with a purpose will be a growing trend in 2015

Consumers are prepared to pay extra during their holidays, however for many this revolves around
eating out, rather than upgrading to luxury options. Holidaymakers that are looking to take relaxing
holidays, such as spending time at the beach or going on a cruise, are more likely to book a package,
proving that they want the relaxation to start before they get on holiday.
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DID YOU KNOW? This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Independent holiday services dominate advertising spend
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Travel with a purpose

Curated authentic experiences

Holiday memories as a service

Social media selling

Luxury package brands may struggle to find their market share
Figure 24: Destination of holiday, by household income level, November 2014

Cruise operators banking on growth in 2015

Technology enabled package holidays

UK trips largely independent with overseas trips evenly split

Families hit the city as well as beach

Value perceptions drive both main booking methods

Location first for independents
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Potential pent-up demand among 35-54s
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Over half of UK holidaymakers book holidays independently
Figure 25: Method of booking for holidays taken in the UK or abroad, November 2014

31% of those aged 35-54 did not take a holiday last year
Figure 26: Holiday destination, by age group, November 2014
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Relaxation holidays are more likely to be booked as a package
Figure 31: Type of holiday taken in the last 12 months (UK or abroad), by method of booking last holiday abroad, November 2014

Middle income households are more likely to book package holidays
Figure 32: Type of holiday abroad booked, by household income, November 2014
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Independent holiday bookers focus on location first
Figure 33: Independent holiday booking - attitudes and habits, November 2014

Figure 34: Independent holiday booking – attitudes and habits, by holiday type, November 2014
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